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SBS Automotive:
Tapping the full potential of
the market with professional
data management
The most important currency of the future? Data. If a company wants to remain future-proof, it has to be able to identify clients’ wishes
before they are expressed. And a company needs to be able to access the relevant market data for this purpose. This is precisely what brake
manufacturer SBS Automotive achieved for its B2B ‘NK’ brand; this was done using an ingenious combination of multiple solutions provided
by TecAlliance.
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“We keep an eye on new developments and
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„We are now in a position
to check our portfolio for
gaps and respond to clients’
wishes that haven’t even
been sent our way yet.”
Anette Poulsen

perienced how this works in recent years –
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It quickly became clear that the situation
would involve the premium solution from the
TecAlliance portfolio, i.e. the CCU data management tool. Why? Since CCU
▪▪

facilitates one-hundred per cent accuracy
in OE data research,

▪▪

contains

thoroughly-integrated

parts

information from the vehicle manufacturers (OE) and vehicle fleet data (VIO),
▪▪

and provides various data export formats, such as TecDoc Standard, MAM or
ACES/PIES.

during or after the implementation of our
solutions”, promises Camiel Cobben. In addition to the Data Onboarding Service for new
data suppliers and the Data Update Service
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tive quite naturally approached its long-term

their data management operations before,

how many vehicles are in operation with
which parts. They know all the details, and can
run an analysis to find out which characteristics specific products need to have in order to
fulfil this or that client wish”, explains Camiel

for established data suppliers, TecAlliance
has a range of consulting services available
upon request if they are needed. The data
specialist is always ready to support its clients with individual training sessions, product training and workshops. With the Analytics

Manager,

TecAlliance

also

for more extensive market and potential
analyses.
Would you also like to benefit from our powerful CCU solution, which combines both
parts information from vehicle manufacturers (OE) and vehicle inventory data (VIO)?
Contact us and we’ll show you how to optimise your cataloguing activities and leverage
the full potential of portfolio analysis.

Cobben. “This also makes it possible to evaluate competitors and assess your own position
in the market.”
The market of the future
Regardless of the direction in which the market evolves, one thing’s for certain: The demand for high-value data and a reliable validation of this information will continue to
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adapted. “Since each department was supposed to work with the data from the CCU, we
had to rethink the entire product development process”, explains Anette Poulsen, who
is responsible for SBS Automotive’s global
product management & customer support.
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Why TecAlliance?
With data, processes, integrated solutions and
comprehensive consulting services, TecAlliance
provides a portfolio for the market participants
in the digital aftermarket that makes you more
successful in the long term.

